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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a closed convex nonempty subset of a Banach space X such 
that dim X>, 2. An element m E M is said to be a best approximation in M 
to an element x E X if 
11.~ - ml1 d 11-x -Al (1.1) 
for all y in M. The best approximation m is called a strongly unique best 
approximation in A4 to the element XE X if there exist a constant 
1= n(x)>0 and a strictly increasing continuous function cp: [0, KJ) = 
R++R + ; ~(0) = 0, such that 
cp(ll~--ll),<50(ll~-~lI)-2-c~fllm--yll) (1.2) 
for all y in M. In this paper we extend some results which have been 
presented recently in [13, 141. More precisely, we prove that if X is a 
uniformly convex space with a modulus of convexity of power type q > 2 
then a best approximation m in M to an element x E X is also a strongly 
unique best approximation in M to x with q(s) = s4. In particular, we show 
that it is true when X is the Lebesgue space L, or the Sobolev space Hm3P. 
Note that this solves completely the following problem posed by Dunham 
[S, Problem 411 (cf. also [l, 13, 143): What is the counterpart of strong 
uniqueness for L, spaces? Next, we establish similar results for relative cen- 
ters and asymptotic centers of bounded subsets and bounded sequences, 
respectively. Finally, we apply them to derive a fixed point theorem for 
uniformly Lipschitzian mappings. 
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2. THE FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 
We recall that a Banach space X with dim X>, 2 is said to be uniformly 
convex if the modulus of convexity 6, = bx(s), 0 < E < 2, of X defined by 
dx(c)=inf{l - Il~+y/l/2:x,y~X llxll = Ilyll = 1, lb-yll =E} 
satisfies the inequality 6,(&)>0 for every EE (0, 21. Following Lin- 
denstrauss and Tzatiri [ 11, p. 631 we shall say that a uniformly convex 
space X has the modulus of convexity of power type q > 2 if there exists a 
constant c>O such that 
In the following lemma, we shall use some well-known facts from the mar- 
tingale theory which can be found in [4, Chap. VJ. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a uniformly convex space with the modulus of con- 
vexity of power type q > 2. Then there is a constant d > 0 such that 
lItx+(l -t)yllY6t Ilxll”+(l -t) IIyIIY-dwy(t) IIx-YII~ (2.2) 
for ail x, y E X and t E (0, 1 ), where 
wy( t) = t( 1 - ty + (1 - 1) P. 
ProofY Let L,(X) be the space of all measurable functions8 [0, I] -+ X 
such that 
(J > 
114 
1l.f II = llfll L,(X) := o1 Ilf(t)ll” dt < ~7 
where the integral is understood in the Lebesgue sense. By the assumption, 
inequality (2.1) holds. Therefore, it follows from Proportion 1 and Added 
in proof of Figiel [6] (cf. also [ 12, Proposition 2.31) that there exists a 
constant d = d(c, q) > 0 such that 
6 &4 2 dEy, O-c&62. 
Hence by Proposition 2.4 of Pisier [ 121 we have 
(2.31 
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for every martingale {f,}~zO in L,(X). Note that 
/Iz/I = I4 :=inf sup Ilf,.~Il~-~ f
i 
114 
II~fn,zll~ , z E x, (2.4) 
n>O n=l > 
where the inlimum is taken over all martingales {fn,=> in L,(X) such that 
f&z = z and sup Ilfn,AIY < co. 
II>0 
(2.5) 
Indeed, by (2.3) it follows that llzll d (z(. On the other hand, setting f,,; = z 
(n =O, l,...) into the formula for Izj, we get Iz( 6 11~11. Now fix y > 0. Then 
by virtue of (2.4) there is a martingale {fn,=} such that (2.5) holds and 
sup llfn,zlly - d ? Il~fJy G ll4y + Y. 
II>0 
n=l 
(2.6) 
Let us suppose that {Bn,=} denotes the increasing sequence of a-sub- 
algebras of the algebra C of all Lebesgue measurable subsets in [0, 11, 
which corresponds to the martingale {f,,;}. For any fixed TV (0, 1) and 
x, y E X define 
h,(s) = tx + (1 - t) y on CO, 11 
and 
h,(s) = fn-l(um~'(s)) 
if SE [0, t), 
‘!L,(u I’) if SE [t, I], 
where n B 1, U(S) = ts, u(s)= (1 -t) s+ t, f, =fn.,, and gn=fn,+. One can 
easily verify that the sequence {h,} c L,(X) is a martingale with respect o 
the increasing sequence {S’,,} of a-subalgebras of C consisted of sets C,, 
II 3 0, which are defined as follows 
co= {la, co, ll>, Cn=4B,-1,,n co, l))u4Bn-,,,) 
for any B, ~ ,,z E g,, - I,z (z =x, y). Furthermore, it follows readily from the 
construction of the martingale (hnf that 
Ilkllq=t Ilfn-,ll”+(l -t) llgn-,llY (n> 11, 
Il~h,llY=w,(t) Ilx--~Il~, 
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Hence by (2.4) and (2.6) we derive 
Iltx+-(1 -t)YllYGSuP IIMY-d f: lI&lllY 
fl>O n=l 
GtsuP IlfAl”+(l --f)SUP IIgnllq-~T/(4 Ilx-YI14 
PI>0 n>O 
- dt 2 Il~fnll“-41 -f) f I/4rnlly 
n=l n=l 
6~Il~llY+~~--f)II~llY--~y(f)II~-~l14+~~. 
Since y > 0 can be arbitrarily small, the proof is completed. \ 
The lemma can be improved when X= L, = L,(S, C, p) is the Banach 
space of all p-measurable scalar functions on a set S for which the norm 
Il.4 = i, Ix(s)l” &W]“” 
[ 
is finite, where 1 < p < cc and (S, C, ,u) is a positive measure space. For this 
purpose, we need formulae for the moduli of convexity ~?JE) = dLp(&), 
0~ E < 2, of L, spaces which are due to Hanner [S]. More precisely, we 
recall that 
dJ&) = 1 - [ 1 - (1::2)“] “P = f U,,(&/2)P", p 3 2, (2.7) 
fl=l 
and 
W( 1 - 6,,(E), E/2) = 2, 1 <p<2, (2.8) 
where 
and 
o(u,u)=(u+u)~+Ju-uu(p. (2.10) 
By (2.7) and (2.9) we have 
c”:=o~~~,“,(‘:)iE’=a,/2p=~ (2.11) 
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for p B 2. Therefore, inequality (2.1) with q =p and c = cP holds in this case, 
and cP is the largest constant for which this inequality holds. 
LEMMA 2.2. If 1 <p < 2 then 
P-l cp :=ii~*Sp(&)/&*=~. 
Proof We claim that 
6p(E)>p+E*, O<E<2. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Since o defined by (2.10) is an increasing function of variable U, it follows 
from (2.8) that (2.13) is equivalent to the inequality 
k(E)Y’+ Ih(E)I p > 2, 0<&<2, (2.14) 
where 
g(a)= l-‘Gs’+i and h(z)= 1 -$s*-i. 
Note that g and h are increasing and decreasing functions, respectively. 
Moreover, we have 
1 <g(E)<(5-p)/2<2 and P-l - -<h(c)< 1. 2 
Now we show that (2.14) holds for E = E^ where 6 is the unique zero of h in 
the interval (0, 21. The inequality (2.14) reduces for E = 6 to Ep > 2. Since h 
decreases as E increases and h(Z) = 0, we conclude that the inequality E’” > 2 
is equivalent to the inequality 
m(p) :=jQ’h’)= 1 -(p- 1) 2’2h’m3-2(11P)p1 >(), 
which is true for any p E (1, 2). Indeed, we readily find that w~‘(p)/2’~‘P’- 3 is 
a decreasing function of variable p E (1, 2) and m’(2) = t In 2 - 1 > 0. Con- 
sequently, we have m’(p) > 0. This in view of the fact that m( 1) = 0 implies 
that m(p) > 0. Thus inequality (2.14) holds for E = E^. Hence one can easily 
prove that (2.14) holds for any E E [E^, 21. Indeed, since g is an increasing 
function, we have 
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Finally we prove (2.14) for E E (0, F^). For this purpose, we rewrite (2.14) in 
the form 
f(E) := (1 + u)” + (1 - o)P> 2, O-c&<& 
where 
u=g(&)- 1 and u= 1 -h(F). 
Note that 0 < u < u < 1 and sgn (i) = sgn(u” + ( - 1)” u”) = ( - 1)” for n > 3. 
Hence by Newton’s binomial formula we have 
“o&)=2+ f (;) 
n=l 
[u”+(~,)“““l&!?32 
+P(P-1) 2 ___ 2+ 
[ 
(P-U2 
2 
-y4]+Z3(;) [u”+(-1)“v”3>2. 
Thus inequality (2.14) holds for all E E (0, 21 which completes the proof of 
(2.13). Clearly, by (2.13) we have c,3 (p- 1)/8. On the other hand, it is 
well known (cf. [S] or [ll, p. 631) that 
P-l &(d =8 $+(P- 1)(2P- u(3-P)E4+ P-1 . . 384 = 8 &* + O(E2) 
as E -+ 0 + Hence c,, d (p - 1)/8, which completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. Iftf(O,l) andx,yELP, 1 <p<co, then 
Iltx+(l -t)yllYdt Ilxll”+(l-[I Il~/l~-~,,~~(f) llx-ylly, (2.15) 
where q = max(2, p), wy is as in Lemma 2.1 and 
1 
E, = 
p2p 
P-1 
64 
if p>-2, 
if l<p<2. 
Proof: Let the space L,(X) be defined as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, 
where X=L,(S, C, p) and q= max(2,p). If p>,2 then the space 
L,(X) = LP(LP) is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of the space of all 
L,-functions on the product [0, l] x S. Hence by (2.11) we have 
b,(L,)(E) 2 &44 3 CpEP, 0<E<2. (2.16) 
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Otherwise, if 1 <p < 2 then L,(X) = L,(L,). Let fand g be two elements of 
L2(LP) such that llfll = l/gl( = 1. Following the proof of Theorem l.e.9 
[ 111, let a denotes the maximal convex function majorated by the function 
M(E) := ~p(~“2). Then, in view of Lemma 2.2 and the fact the function 
P(E) := ((p - 1)/B) E is convex, we conclude that 
Hence it follows from the proof of Theorem l.e.9 [ 111 that 
IIU-+g)Pl/ d 1 -~i(Ilf-gl12/w2~ 1 -B(Il.f-gl12/4)/2, 
which shows that 
This in conjunction with (2.16) implies that we need not appeal to [67 at 
the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.1 to show that the space L,(X) has 
the modulus of convexity of power type q. Consequently, the constant d 
occuring in Lemma 2.1 can be equal to the constant t,, which completed 
the proof. 1 
Remark 2.1. The constant ?,,, 1 <p < co, is not continuous at p = 2. It 
seems that inequality (2.15) should be true for E, = (p - 1)/B when 
1 <p < 2, but we have not succeeded in proving this fact. 
We conclude this section with inequalities for the right derivative 
~,(Yl X-Y) := ,!y+ 5 CIIy+ G-Y)llY- Ilvll”J (2.17) 
of qth power of the norm at the point y in the direction x-y. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be a uniformly convex space with the modulus oj 
convexity of power type q 2 2. Then there is a constant d> 0 such that 
~,(Y>x-Y)~ IIxIIy- IIyIIY-dllx-~lIY (2.18) 
for all x, y in X. 
ProoJ Divide both sides of (2.2) by t E (0, 1) and take limit as t + O+. 
Since w,(t)/t--r 1 as f +O+, it follows from (2.17) that inequality (2.18) 
holds. m 
Similarly, if X= L, then using Corollary 2.1 we obtain 
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COROLLARY 2.3. For any x, y E L,, 1 < p c 00, we have 
Qy,x--Y)< Ilxll- IIYIly-~p IL-YllY (2.19) 
with q = max(2, p) and E, as in Corollary 2.1. 
It should be remarked that the constant E,, p b 2, in inequalities (2.15) 
and (2.19) is not the largest one. The largest constant ?,,, p 2 2, has been 
determined recently by Smarzewski n [14]. 
3. STRONGLY UNIQUE BEST APPROXIMATIONS 
From now on we assume that M is a closed convex nonempty subset of 
a Banach space X. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a uniformly convex space with the modulus of 
convexity of power type q >, 2. If x is an element of X then there exists a uni- 
que m in M such that 
Ilx-mllYd llx-yllY-d Ilm-y/l4 (3.1) 
for all y in M, where d > 0 is as in Lemma 2.1. 
Proof. Since X is uniformly convex, it follows that there is a unique 
best approximation m in M to an element x E X (see, e.g., Cheney [3, 
p. 221). Now replace x by x -y and y by x -m in Corollary 2.2. Then 
z,(x-m,m-y)b~~x-yllY-~/Ix-mm(~q-d~~m-y~~q (3.2) 
for ail REM. By (1.1) and the fact that m-t(m-y)=(l-t)m+tyEM 
for 0 < t < 1 it follows that the difference quotient 
W-m+t(m-y)llY- Ilx--ml14Y~ 
is nonnegative for t E (0, 11. Hence r&x - m, m - y) 3 0 for all y E M, which 
in view of (3.2) completes the proof of (3.1). Finally, if there is an element 
& #m in M satisfying (3.1) then it follows from (3.1) that & is also a best 
approximation in M to x. This contradiction finishes the proof. i 
By Corollary 2.3 and the proof of Theorem 31 we get directly the follow- 
ing theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.2. For an element x E L,, 1 < p < co, there exists a unique m 
in M c L, such that 
lb--mllYG Ilx-~lI”-~~ lb-A4 (3.3) 
for all y E M, where q = max(2, p) and t, is as in Corollary 2.1. 
Let us note that Theorem 3.1 shows that a best approximation m in a 
closed convex nonempty subset M of a uniformly convex space X with the 
modulus of convexity of power type q 2 2 to an element x E X is a strongly 
unique best approxiation in M to the element x with q(s) = sq. Moreover, 
the strong uniqueness constant ,I= n(x) in (1.2) is uniformly bounded from 
below by a positive constant d> 0 independent of x, i.e., we have 
i(x) > d> 0 for every XE X. By Theorem 3.2 the same is true for best 
approximations in L,, 1 <p < co. In this case q = max(2, p) and d= ?,, 
where cP is as in Corollary 2.1. We remark that these results were proved 
first in another way by Smarzewski [ 13, 141 for the spaces L,, p > 2, and 
that a formula for the largest constant F, was given in [ 14 J. 
4. CENTERS AND ASYMPTOTIC CENTERS 
Throughout this section we assume that B and M are a bounded non- 
empty subset and a closed convex nonempty subset of a Banach space X, 
respectively. An element m in M is said to be a (relative) center of B if 
D(m) G a(x) (4.1) 
for all x in M, where 
@(x)=sup iix-yil. 
(.EB 
(4.2) 
In particular, if B = {b,} is a bounded sequence in X then one can also 
consider asymptotic centers of the sequence B [9]. We recall that an 
element m in M is called an asymptotic center of a bounded sequence 
B= (6,) if m satisfies (4.1) with 
0(x) = lim sup IIx - h,ll. 
“-CC 
(4.3) 
If X is a uniformly convex space with the modulus of convexity of power 
type q k 2 then by Lemma 2.1 it follows that the 9th power of functional @ 
defined by (4.2) or (4.3) satisfies assumptions of Theorem 4.1 from [14]. 
Therefore. we have 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a uniformly convex space with the modulus of 
convexity of power type q 3 2. Then there exists a unique element m E M such 
that 
V(m) < W(x) - d jlrn - xlly (4.4) 
for all x E M, where d > 0 is a constant defined in Lemma 3.1 and @ is as in 
(4.2) or (4.3). 
Hence and from Corollary 2.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a closed convex nonempty subset of the space 
X = L,, 1 < p < co. Then there exists a unique element m E M such that 
W(m) d W(x) - e, llrn - x/l4 (4.5) 
for all x E M, where q = max(2, p), E, is as in Corollary 2.1 and @ is as in 
(4.2) or (4.3). 
Clearly, the element m defined in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 is the center of B 
when @ is defined by (4.2). Moreover, if @ is defined by (4.3) then the 
element m is the asymptotic center of B = {b,}. It is natural to call centers 
and asymptotic centers m satisfying inequality of the type (4.4) as strongly 
unique centers (asymptotic centers) of the set B (sequence B = (b,), respec- 
tively). Finally, we remark that Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 imply also a 
quantitive version of Goebel-Kirk’s fixed point theorem [7] for uniformly 
Lipschitzian mappings. We recall that a mapping T: M + M is said to be 
uniformly Lipschitzian with a uniform Lipschitz constant k > 1 if 
IIT”x- 7”‘yll <k llx-y/I 
for all x, y in X and all integers n > 1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let M be a closed convex nonempty subset of a uniformly 
convex space with the modulus of convexity qf power type q > 2 and let the 
constant d > 0 be as in Lemma 2.1. Then a uniformly Lipschitzian mapping 
T: M -+ M with a uniform Lipschitz constant k < (1 + d) ‘ly has a fixed point 
in M. Additionally, if X= L,, l<p<cc, then q=max(2,p) and d=E,, 
where E, is as in Corollary 2.1. 
Proof By Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 we can apply Theorem 4.2 
from [ 141 to complete the proof. i 
Finally, we note that the constant (1 + EP) lip is not the least upper bound 
of all constants k > 1 such that Theorem 4.3 is not valid for the space 
x= L,, pa2 (cf. [lo, 141). 
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5. STRONG UNIQUENESS IN SOBOLEV SPACES 
Let R be an open subset of R” and let HkJ’(S2), k > 0 and 1 cp < co, 
denotes the Sobolev space [2, p. 1491 of distributions x such that 
D”x E t,(Q) for all JCIJ <k, equipped with the norm 
[ s 1 IfP II-4 = llXllk,p := c ID”x(o)(P do lxl<k * 
The space @v”(Q) is isometrically isomorphic with a subspace of the space 
where r = card{cc: 1~11 d k} and L, = L,(Q). Since dZ(&) = SLP(c), it follows 
that the modulus of convexity 6,,p of Hkvp(0) satisfies the inequality 
Jk,p(E) 3 &,(4 3 CPE4> 0<&<2, 
where 1 <p<c/3, q=max(2,p) and cp is as in (2.11), (2.12). Therefore, 
Lemma 2.1, Corollary 2.2, and Theorems 3.1, 4.1, and 4.3 are true for the 
space X= I@“(Q) with q = max(2, p) and a constant d> 0. Furthermore, 
one can easily modify the proof of Corollary 2.1 to show that we can put 
d= tp. 
Note added in proof If 1 < p < 2 then one can show that tr = (p - 1 )/S (see [ 15, 
Sect. 3.21). 
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